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About This Game

Meet Bleep and Bloop as they help each other overcome all the challenges that stand in their way. A light-hearted and playful
puzzle game about working together.

Play alone controlling both characters or share the experience with a friend. Bleep Bloop is extremely easy to learn, but that
doesn't mean the puzzles will be a piece of cake.
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- Enough levels to keep you entertained during a lazy Sunday, but not enough to make you wish the game had ended already.

- Beautiful soundtrack that makes getting stuck on a level a bit less painful.

- Perfect for single-player or two-player coop. Yelling at each other doesn't improve your puzzle-solving skills, but it's always
fun.

- Features a small secret hidden somewhere. Go look for it.
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Title: Bleep Bloop
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Ludipe & Friends
Publisher:
Zerouno Games
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above

Processor: 1.5 GHz Core2Duo

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 470 de 1 GB/AMD HD 7870 de 2 GB

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Danish,Finnish,Greek,Dutch,H
ungarian,Japanese,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Swedish,Thai,Turk
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This puzzle game is perfectly balanced, and I never feel rushed to find a solution. The music is so beautiful that I don't mind
being stuck in a puzzle for a bit until inspiration strikes. There are no dead ends, time limits, or turn limits, so you are free to
explore for a solution. Even the occasional "death" rewinds to the last good checkpoint.
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